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**Publishable Executive Summary**

A Promotional Brochure and Video Clip has been produced to provide information on INTERACT’s educational materials. This present the tool-kits that have been developed in INTERACT. The tool-kits include basic information about the idea of the tool-kit (incl. the aims and the target group) and what each tool-kit contains (list of contents): Lesson plan, Worksheet (with extended version for teacher), Presentation, Recording of webinar, Experiment, Animations, Syllabus, and Materials for teachers. The promotional brochure is available on INTERACT’s web site and on INTERACT’s YouTube channel. This deliverable was originally planned to be submitted by the end of September 2018 but has been postponed as a new possibility to include additional educational material was provided in autumn 2018 resulting in added-value to the educational resources.
1. Introduction

A Promotional Brochure and Video Clip are a part of Task 2.2 “Promote Artic and climate change issues in education”, sub-task 2.2a. “To promote polar issues by providing educational resources within school organisations”.

This deliverable was originally planned to be submitted by the end of September 2018 but has been postponed as a new possibility to include additional educational material was provided in autumn 2018 resulting in added-value to the educational resources.

2. The contents

Both the Promotional Brochure and Video Clip provide information on INTERACT’s educational materials (tool-kits): basic information about the idea of the tool-kit (incl. the aims and the target group) and what each tool-kit contains (list of contents): Lesson plan, Worksheet (with extended version for teacher), Presentation, Recording of webinar, Experiment, Animations, Syllabus, and Materials for teachers.

3. Technical details

3.1 Promotional Brochure

The brochure contains 2 pages and is published in PDF format. It can be downloaded, read on-line or printed out (originally in A5 format). The brochure is included at the end of this document (Figure 1 and 2).

3.2 Video Clip

The video clip was created using free tools provided by Renderforest (www.renderforest.com). The length of the video is 2:30. It has been published on the project’s website and on youtube. Direct link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pn6CMTdxAls&feature=youtu.be

4. Use of materials

Both brochure and video are distributed/displayed during all kinds of events dedicated to target audience, i.e. teachers, for dissemination purposes.
Figure 1. 1st page of the promotional brochure advertising educational tool kits developed in INTERACT.
Figure 2. 2nd page of the promotional brochure advertising educational tool kits developed in INTERACT.